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THE MAIN OBJECTIVES OF THE COUNCIL
1. To promote welfare of non-resident Indians (NRI'S) across the world and to create a
common platform for NRI's to explore their social, cultural and economic development.
2. Take care the struggle of the deserved people of the country where NRIs live, irrespective
of their color, caste, creed, politics or religion.
3. To establish a forum for discussion and deliberation of matters and problems relating to
non-resident Indians (NRI'S), by organizing seminars, conferences and meetings with
Government bodies, embassy ofﬁces, PIO, legislative authorities, foreign employers, in
India or abroad.
4. To make representations to governments in regard to legislative and other measures
affecting the interest of non-resident Indians and their families.
5. To help the ones stranded in foreign countries, return to India.
6. To promote or oppose any legislative measures affecting NRIs and to provide immediate
and timely legal and ﬁnancial assistance for NRIs across the world.
7. To promote NRI entrepreneurs. Protect and channelize NRI investments for the betterment of the country and to honour successful NRI's in various walks of life by way of
presenting lifetime achievement awards, award of excellence etc..
8. To undertake and support any program or projects that provides educational, recreational,
social, cultural and spiritual activities with the sole purpose of promoting peace, love,
tolerance and national integration among the various communities of the country and
nationalities of the world.
9. To create sense of brotherhood, co-operation, mutual harmony, love and affection
amongst the people and to help them in distress by taking up the matter with the authority
concerned.
10. To strengthen the rapport among the NRIs by Organizing trips, Celebrations, Festivals
and Events.
11. Empower and encourage NRIs women for self-sufﬁciency and courage.
12. Inspire and Motivate NRI Youth to make use of opportunities completely.
13. Sermonize, practice and spread the basic principles of democracy, secularism and
tradition of India.
14. To provide a meeting point for interested NRIs all over the world to open up new
possibilities for their economic and social growth and better understanding by extrapolating
their inherited rich culture.
15. To systematize and coordinate activities for the purpose of contributing to India's
development programmes.
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16. To help the NRI's in protecting their rights in India and abroad and create awareness
regarding Government policies in India and abroad - where NRIs are living.
17. To provide all assistance for education and health of NRIs.
18. To provide immediate and timely Legal assistance for NRIs.
19. To promote Social welfare in India with NRI participation.
20. To do all possible support for promoting talents in NRI's.
21. To print, publish, sell or distribute books, periodicals, illustrating journal, magazines,
periodical news letter/paper, web portals, podcasts and other publications to sustain,
achieve, develop and promote all the objectives of the council.
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